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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable aims to give a complete definition of the validation goals and metrics for the 1st
public release of the LarKC platform, together with some initial results and interpretations. A range of
platform features are discussed – chosen from the range of features available in the current public
release – as well as ongoing implementation work and future goals. The validation metrics are chosen
for their fundamental relevance to the achievement of reasoning at Web-scale.
The result is a thorough overview of platform components and behaviours, with a clear path for
achieving the defined targets, concluding in a series of concrete recommendations for the next public
release of the LarKC platform. These recommendations are all related to the functionality made
available to plug-in developers and include:
•
•
•

Extending the range of pipeline construction alternatives by providing the necessary utilities
to build flexible and parallel pipelines;
Providing additional support for multi-threaded and distributed execution models;
Adding additional support for materialisation that utilises a cluster to compute the full-closure
based upon a MapReduce or similar algorithm.
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1. Introduction

This deliverable aims to give a complete definition of the validation goals and metrics for the LarKC
platform, together with some initial results and interpretations. The scope of the validation process is
not only limited to measuring overall scalability and performance, but also it evaluates important
functional aspects. In this sense, it builds upon and extends the work laid down in D5.5.2, which
presented validation metrics for the platform data layer only together with some initial performance
results.
This deliverable builds upon the work from previous deliverables:
•
•
•
•

D1.4.1 – this document sets out the theory for evaluation and applies it to the various types of
components present in LarKC (selectors, reasoners, etc). It then goes on to extend this theory
in to the areas of anytime reasoning and approximate reasoning;
D5.3.2 – gives a very detailed presentation of the LarKC architecture, particularly focussing
on the sub-components of the LarKC platform. This is followed by a discussion on how the
design of the platform allows for scalable and parallel reasoning;
D5.4.1 – provides an architectural overview of the initial release of the LarKC platform
software prototype and detailed information for users and plug-in developers;
D.5.5.2 – presented a thorough treatise on the issues of benchmarking semantic repositories
(of which one example, OWLIM, forms the basis of the LarKC data layer). The deliverable
then continues by giving a summary of existing performance metrics for these software
components together with several sets of benchmark results and comparisons with competing
products.

Section 2 sets out the goals for this deliverable in terms identifying those aspects of the platform that
require evaluation together with the metrics used to validate them.
Section 3 focuses on the data layer and extends the work of D5.5.2 by providing more recent results
generated from internal evaluation. This is supplemented by a summarisation of various community
led performance benchmarking activities in this area.
Section 4 takes a look at several activities related to distributed reasoning that have been conducted in
the context of the LarKC project. These conceptually different approaches will be compared with each
other as much as reasonably possible in order to examine their potential advantages and
disadvantages.
Section 5 contains a report on some initial findings relating to a planned hybrid approach to storage
and reasoning with massive datasets – combining the storage, transaction support and fast queryanswering capabilities of BigOWLIM with the massively parallel inferencing power of WebPIE. This
combination will be shown to have enormous potential.
Section 6 reports on the desirable aspects of the plug-in registry and methods to validate whether the
functionality provided is flexible enough to provide for the varied requirements of a general purpose
plug-in computing platform, i.e. that it enables a decider component to effectively browse, select and
instantiate plug-ins according to their given properties organised according to the LarKC plug-in
annotation language (vocabulary).
Section 7 looks at metrics for measuring the efficiency of running certain plug-in types in parallel
together with the constraints this imposes on the level of communication between components plugins at runtime.
Section 8 discusses remote execution of components, related to section 6, where greater hardware
utilisation can be achieved. Consideration is given to the location of computing devices and the large
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variation in architectures possible in heterogeneous environments. Communication bandwidth is again
addressed in relation to the parallel execution of distributed processes.
Section 9 gives the foundations for a pain/gain analysis of the anytime behaviour of the LarKC
platform and presents results for two particular use cases.
Lastly, a report on platform validation, according to the abovementioned goals and metrics is
elaborated in section 10. As a result of this validation, some recommendations for the next platform
release are given in section 11.
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2. Definition of validation goals and metrics for the LarKC
Platform

The LarKC platform is a general purpose framework for combining a variety of functional
components in order to facilitate reasoning at Web scale. The variety of components that can be
plugged in to this framework is open-ended and the number of ways of configuring the platform and
any particular combination of plug-ins is extremely large. Therefore, to simplify the evaluation of the
first version of the LarKC platform, this deliverable focuses on a key list of features grouped by
different ’platform aspects’. Each feature defines validation goals and metrics (i.e. validation
framework) to be assessed. The goals should relate to the functional and non-functional requirements
specified in deliverable 5.3.2.
One section is dedicated to each particular aspect of the LarKC platform. However, the varied nature
of the components and features provided in the platform necessarily require that each section takes a
different approach to its subject. For example, the data layer is a general purpose RDF storage and
reasoning component that is accessible to all LarKC components, plug-ins, etc, whereas the Plug-in
Registry will be used only by a Decider component. Some sections discuss features or activities in a
more general fashion and report on progress.
Nevertheless, the deliverable attempts to provide a round-up of validation techniques and metrics used
for each LarKC platform feature, such that it can be validated and/or progress towards targets can be
measure\ed.
It should be stressed that the features discussed in this deliverable are limited to those of the LarKC
platform. No discussion of plug-in behaviours is given, except where this is relevant to the
functioning of the platform. Furthermore, the features discussed include those present in the 1st public
release of the LarKC platform as well as current work aimed for inclusion in the next public release,
thereby giving more perspective on future plans and targets.
Having made it clear what features are included, the criteria for selecting validation metrics is now
given:
The fundamental purpose of LarKC is reasoning at Web-scale, i.e. to be able to conduct reasoning and
reasoning related activities in practical time-frames even when using volumes of data comparable to
the largest datasets available.
For this reason, the fundamental criterion for all platform features is one of capacity to handle large
volumes of data, whether this be RDF data, plug-in descriptions, or otherwise.
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3. Data Layer

The LarKC architecture has evolved into a flexible workflow platform capable of managing complex
sequences of plug-in executions controlled by a Decider. The data layer is a core platform component
that enables the exchange and persistence of highly-heterogeneous information represented in the
RDF data format. A key critical success factor for the overall architecture is the offering of the right
data layer service methods to manage the processed information in a highly efficient and flexible way.
The current data layer is based on BigOWLIM, a full-featured, enterprise-level semantic repository
with anAPI based on the Sesame openrdf framework and ORDI, the latter giving access to the
extended RDF model using triple-sets (labelled sets of statements). An examination of the
functionality exposed by these (already highly evolved) interfaces is therefore not attempted. Rather,
the scalability aspects of the data layer are covered in detail, first with an update on the benchmark
results from D5.5.2 and then with a report on some contemporary community-driven performance
measuring activities that compare the BigOWLIM semantic repository with a number of similar
products.
Lastly, a discussion of the performance targets laid down in D5.5.2 is given.
3.1. Updated dataset and performance figures
The preceding deliverable, D5.5.2 Validation goals and metrics for the LarKC platform, provided
many examples of data sets and benchmarks and that can be used to measure the performance of the
LarKC data layer. Indeed, these ‘metrics’ can be used to monitor the continuing evolution of the data
layer, with BigOWLIM at its core, both in terms of:
•
•

how well-known datasets, e.g. LDSR, increase in size (and possibly complexity) and continue
to be managed by the data layer;
how its performance improves over time – it should get faster to load and reason with a fixed
dataset.

Linked Data Semantic Repository (LDSR)
D5.5.2 provided details of two LDSR data sets, where the relation between them is:
LDSR2 = LDSR1 + FOAF and SKOS + larger DBPedia + full-text indexing
Details for the latest version of LDSR (as of April 2010) are shown in Table 1 and for the purposes of
this document is called ‘LDSR3’. The simple relationship between LDSR3 and LDSR2 is then:
LDSR3 = LDSR2 + Freebase + MusicBrainz
In comparison with LDSR2 from D5.5.2, it can be seen that:
•
•
•
•

the number of datasets has increased by 2, with the introduction of Freebase and
MusicBrainz;
the total number of explicit triples has increased from ~ 440 million to ~1.18 billion;
a reduction in the number of inferred triples and the inferred closure ratio is explained by
applying the OWL-Horst semantics in the current deployment of LDSR, as compared to
OWL-max in the previous version;
the total number of entities has increased from ~127 million to ~283 million.
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Dataset
Schemata (SKOS,
FOAF, RSS, DC) and
ontologies (dbpedia,
geonames)
DBPedia (SKOS
categories)
DBpedia (owl:sameAs)
UMBEL
Lingvoj
CIA Factbook
Wordnet
Geonames
DBpedia 3.3 core
Freebase
MusicBrainz
Total

Explicit
Indexed
Triples ('000)

Inferred
Indexed
Triples ('000)

Total # of
Indexed
Triples ('000)

Entities ('000
of nodes in
the graph)

Inferred
closure
ratio

11

7

18

6

0.6

2,877
5,544
5,162
20
76
2,281
91,908
560,096
463,689
45,536
1,177,200

42,587
566
42,212
863
4
9,296
125,025
198,043
40,840
421,093
880,537

45,464
6,110
47,374
883
80
11,577
216,933
758,139
504,529
466,630
2,057,738

1,144
8,464
500
18
25
830
33,382
127,931
94,810
15,595
282,706

14.8
0.1
8.2
43.8
0.1
4.1
1.4
0.4
0.1
9.2
0.7

Table 1: LDSR Dataset Statistics, April 2010

In order to give some idea of progress, we extend a small section of Table 3 from D5.5.2 with the
loading information for LDSR3.
Engine

Dataset

BigOWLIM 3.1
BigOWLIM 3.1
BigOWLIM 3.3

LDSR1
LDSR2
LDSR3

Scale
(mill.
ex.st.)
357
440
1,177

Speed
(KSt./
sec.)
14,167
3,608
3,494

Overall
Complexity
Rate
28
40
40

Loading
Time
(hours)
7.00
33.88
93.6

ForwardChaining
Semantics
OWL-Horst
OWL-max
OWL-Horst

Table 2: Updated loading time and dataset statistics for LDSR

It can be seen from Table 2 that the loading time has increased from ~34 hours for LDSR2 to ~93
hours for LDSR3. This can be explained by the nearly threefold increase in the number of explicit
statements in the combined input dataset from ~440 million to ~1.2 billion. Interestingly, the loading
speed stays approximately the same.
Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM)
The Lehigh University Benchmark [3] is often used as a performance benchmark for semantic
repositories due to its semi-realistic data and inference complexity and broad range of query tasks.
LUBM(8000), which contains data for 8000 universities with over 1 billion explicit statements,
represents an upper bound on scale that the world-leading semantic repository vendors are tentatively
willing to provide performance statistics for. Several vendors provide loading times for their for
products with this dataset, although do not provide complete information on the level of semantics
applied or thoroughness of the query evaluation process.
Nevertheless, it is a benchmark often used to measure the performance of BigOWLIM and was also
used to measure the performance of WebPIE [5], [6]. This dataset will be used as the basis for the
experiment conducted in section 5.
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Engine

Dataset

BigOWLIM 3.1
BigOWLIM 3.1
BigOWLIM 3.3
BigOWLIM 3.3

LUBM(8k)
LUBM(8k)
LUBM(8k)
LUBM(8k)

Scale
(mill.
ex.st.)
1,068
1,068
1,068
1,068

Speed
(KSt./
sec.)

20,631
66,196
21,010
88,046

Overall
Complexity
Rate

15
5
15
5

Loading ForwardTime Chaining
(hours) Semantics
14.38
4.48
14.12
3.37

OWL-Horst
none
OWL-Horst
none

Table 3: Updated loading details for LUBM(8000) - BigOWLIM version 3.3

Updated values for the loading time of LUBM(8000) with the latest version of BigOWLIM are given
in Table 3. As can be seen, some improvement in loading times is noticeable with both OWL-Horst
and ‘empty’ semantics, with the corresponding improvement in loading speeds.
3.2. Community benchmarking activities
Thakker et al [12] benchmarked some of the leading semantic repository products in order to evaluate
their deployment in a commercial use case. The products were selected based on their advertised
query language and reasoning support and then evaluated using the University Ontology Benchmark
(UOBM) [13] - an extension of LUBM - and a real dataset from the target application.
The selected repositories were: Virtuoso [14], Allegrograph [15], Sesame [16], Jena TDB [17], Oracle
[18] and BigOWLIM [7].
In relation to the evaluation with UOBM(30), the authors make the following observations:
In relation to the evaluation with the use case data set, the authors note: In our tests, BigOWLIM was
able to answer all the queries. Allegrograph answered all the queries except two. Sesame answered
six queries completely while two queries partially. On a one-to-one comparison between
Allegrograph and BigOWLIM, two repositories that answered maximum number of queries and
between Sesame and BigOWLIM, two fastest repositories, it is clear to see that execution speed-wise
BigOWLIM outperforms Allegrograph and sesame for almost all of the dataset queries.
The Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [19] is a popular benchmark for measuring the
performance of repositories that expose SPARQL endpoints. D5.5.2 reported on results from March
2009 that compared a number of popular semantic repositories. A more recent study by the same
authors compared Virtuoso, Jena TDB, BigOWLIM and the summary of their results are shown in
Table 4 and Table 5.
Dataset size
100m
200m

Jena TDB
406.9
209.5

BigOWLIM
834.9
416.2

VirtuosoTS
936.4
495.9

Table 4: BSBM Results for Complete Query Mix (queries mixes per hour)

Dataset size
100m
200m

Jena TDB
968.5
431.2

BigOWLIM
2822.4
1397.9

VirtuosoTS
1957.1
1122.2

Table 5: BSBM Results for Reduced Query Mix (queries mixes per hour)

As can be seen, BigOWLIM performs almost as well as the leader for the full query mix, and is by far
the best for the reduced query mix.
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3.3. Semantic Repository Performance Targets
D5.5.2 sets out some simple targets (metrics) for semantic repositories. These are repeated here:
SRPT1: Complete LUBM reasoning. LUBM(8000) should be loaded and its queries shall be
answered in a sound and complete fashion. LUBM requires light"weight, tractable OWL reasoning.
The dataset allows for easy partitioning into isolated sub"graphs. Target: loading speed 100,000
explicit statements/second; average query time per result (QTPR) below 1 millisecond;
SRPT2: Complete UniProt reasoning. The UniProt dataset should be loaded. Queries comparable in
complexity to the set published at http://linkedlifedata.com, should be evaluated; the queries should
involve full"text search constraints. Target: loading speed 40,000 explicit statements/second; average
QTPR below 100 milliseconds;
SRPT3: Complete linked data reasoning. Dataset similar to LDSR with size above 5 billion
statements should be loaded. The queries to be evaluated should involve: data from different
data"sources; non"trivial reasoning (recursive query evaluation or rule"entailment); full"text search
constraints. Target: loading speed 20,000 explicit statements/second; average QTPR below 100
milliseconds.
Some move towards achieving SRPT1 has occurred in the last six months, with a slightly improved
loading speed using OWL-Horst inference. However, the target is a bold one and BigOWLIM’s
recent advance from 20 to 21 thousand explicit statements per second has done little to achieve this.
Nevertheless, the target remains a sensible measure for future advances in this technology.
No new figures are available for SRPT2, but it is reasonable to assume that this target has also not
been met and will remain a challenge for the short term.
A greater advance has been made towards achieving SRPT3, mainly due to the improvement of this
combination of datasets (it has doubled in size in the last 6 months). However, it is still a little over
20% of the required size and the loading speed is some 16% of the target. Again, this remains an
aggressive, but reasonable target.
3.4. Summary of the changing performance benchmark landscape
Intensive activity in the Linked Open Data community is helping to foster activities such as LDSR
and this can be seen in the ever-growing size of the LDSR dataset. Engineering advances are
managing to keep up with the growing amount of data and its relative complexity.
LUBM continues to be a very common benchmark and it is encouraging to see that the performance
of BigOWLIM, and hence the LarKC data layer, is slowly improving the processing performance
associated with this benchmark.
Also encouraging is the continued input from the community regarding independent benchmarking
activities. It is hoped that with improved datasets and methodologies, this trend will continue.
Lastly, the metrics set out in D5.5.2, still hold and the performance of the LarKC data layer continues
in this direction. It is hoped that a ‘quantum leap’ towards these goals may be possible, as discussed in
section 5.
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4. Experiments in Distributed Reasoning

To cope with very large-scale datasets, it becomes desirable to distribute the inference task across
many machines. A significant cost in loading data lies in the materialization of inferences (i.e. making
implicit statements in the input explicit). This process is parallelizable, so that the full closure for a
given dataset can be computed dramatically faster in a massively parallel environment, which in turn
leads to a great reduction in loading time.
MARVIN is a peer-to-peer infrastructure for parallel RDFS materialization and has been reported in
previous deliverables. It relies on a novel divide-conquer-swap architecture and a load-balanced
routing algorithm to distribute the inference task on a set of peers working in parallel. The rest of this
section reports on a separate distributed reasoning experiment also conducted at VUA called
WebPIE [21].
The MapReduce programming model was originally developed by Google for web-scale data
analysis. It aims at scalability through parallelization on commodity hardware. In the context of the
LarKC project, WebPIE, a system for parallel RDFS and OWL materialization has been developed.
WebPIE runs on top of the Hadoop platform, an open-source implementation for MapReduce.
WebPIE can perform materialization on datasets of 100 billion triples.
WebPIE can perform two tasks, currently performed by the data layer: (a) Distributed materialization
and (b) distributed encoding of RDF triple terms in numeric identifiers. Both tasks are currently
performed by the data layer and contribute significantly to the loading time.
Our experiments with WebPIE were run on 32 nodes of the DAS3 multi-cluster using a gigabit
ethernet interconnect. Each node was equipped with two dual-core Opteron processors, 4GB of main
memory and a 250GB SATA hard drive
In Table 7 we report the runtime of our prototype on five real-world datasets and a benchmark dataset.
The first three datasets are Web crawls and as such they contain poor quality data and cannot be used
for more powerful OWL-horst reasoning, as this would result in meaningless derivations. Instead,
much simpler RDF reasoning is used. LDSR and Uniprot are curated datasets that have sufficient
quality for OWL-horst reasoning, as does the LUBM benchmark dataset. Although more inferences
are made on the data crawled from the Web, RDFS reasoning is much simpler than OWL-horst
reasoning, resulting is significantly shorter runtimes.
We also notice that the execution time is not proportional on the input size. This behaviour is
expected because the computation complexity does not only depend on the input size, but also on how
the statements are related to each other. In theory, both RDFS and OWL-horst reasoning have
exponential complexity, and it would be straightforward to devise an artificial dataset that would
render our optimisations ineffective. However, we have empirically found that such artificial worst
cases do not appear, in realistic datasets.
We have evaluated the scalability of our approach, in terms of data size, using the standard LUBM
benchmark. The results are shown in Table X For LUBM, the complexity of the generated dataset
does not increase with size. The results show that our solution scales linearly up a very large input
size (100 billion statements). In fact, the system performs better for datasets of larger size, since the
platform overhead becomes lower relative to the total execution time.
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Input
(Billion Triples)
1.07
2.14
10.71
102.50

Output
(Billion Triples)
0.5
0.99
4.97
47.56

Runtime
(h:m:s)
0:36:36
0:59:40
4:03:37
45:46:12

Throughput
(Kt/sec)
455.2
602.6
684.6
606.8

Table 6: Timings for computing the full closure on various LUBM datasets

Dataset

Input

Falcon
Swoogle
BigWeb

32.5M
78.8M
864.8M

LDSR
UniProt
LUBM

862M
1.5B
1.1B

Output
RDFS
863.7M
1.50B
30.0B
OWL-horst
935M
2.0B
496M

Runtime
0:04:19
0:07:15
0:56:57
3:31:00
6:05:49
0:36:36

Table 7: Timings for computing the full closure of other datasets
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5. Hybrid Semantic Repository with Distributed Reasoning

In this section we report our initial results concerning the combination of two complementary
technologies, namely the BigOWLIM [7] semantic repository that lies at the heart of the LarKC data
layer and the WebPIE [5], [6] distributed inference engine. The intention is to identify if such a
combination is theoretically sound and so lead the way for further research.
5.1. Motivation
The problems of distributed reasoning are well-understood – it is difficult to partition a reasoning
problem in to separate threads, processes or across separate computing nodes due to the high volume
of communication required between nodes. For example, a naïve approach might partition the explicit
data over forward-chaining compute nodes, however this leads to the problem that the output from
each node is potentially required as input for all other nodes. Alternatively, the full data set can be
replicated at every node where some subset of inference is performed, e.g. executing each individual
rule on its own dedicated node. However, once again the output from one node will be required as
input for all other nodes. Both of these approaches fall foul of the distributed join issue familiar to
database researchers.
During the development of OWLIM [10], it was often recognised that due to the highly
interconnected nature of non-trivial inference over large datasets, performance was generally always
better with a single powerful computer when compared with a cluster of machines. However, recent
developments at VUA, first with MARVIN [8], [9] and later with WebPIE, suggest that there exist
some distributed reasoning approaches (MapReduce being the most promising) that have very
desirable scalability characteristics.
This leads to the idea that there could be big performance advantages if the functionality of
BigOWLIM (transaction support, fast statement retraction, spreading activation, RDF ranking and not
least: fast query answering) could be combined with an external reasoning engine that exploits
massively parallel architectures.
Therefore the motivation for this endeavour is twofold:
1. Loading time is a significant factor affecting the utility of semantic repositories. Any
approach that can reduce this initial ‘set up’ cost will dramatically add to the utility of the
repository;
2. Re-use of the existing query answering engine and other advanced features that are not
perceived as having limited scalability.
The rest of this section will discuss the methodology and results for a simple exploration of the
practicalities of combining an external distributed inference engine with the BigOWLIM semantic
repository. All of this will be in the context of the well-known Lehigh University Benchmark [3] that
combines a reasonable level of expressiveness, relatively interconnected datasets and a variety of
verifiable query answering steps.
The LUBM dataset with eight thousand universities – LUBM(8000) – was chosen for this study. This
dataset is quite a large dataset, having some 1.07 billion explicit statements, and has been used to
measure the performance of a number of semantic repositories, including BigOWLIM, and was also
used as a test dataset for WebPIE. From existing performance data, we know that BigOWLIM has the
following behaviour [7]:
Inference
OWL-Horst [4]
None

Total loading time
14.4 hours
4.5 hours

Explicit statements per second
20,631
66,196

Table 8: Previously known performance data for BigOWLIM and LUBM(8000)
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As can be seen, the overhead of including OWL-Horst inference is in the region of ten hours of
loading time. Results for WebPIE [11] indicate that the inferred closure of this dataset can be
completed in just 36 minutes.
Clearly then, there is the potential to vastly improve the start up time of a semantic repository by
employing a distributed reasoning step during initialisation. The rest of this section reports on the
investigation of this possibility.
5.2. Methodology
The inherent problem of combining WebPIE with BigOWLIM lies in the issue of moving a very large
amount of data from one system to the other. However, both of these systems share a similar
technique for managing large amounts of resources and this can be exploited.
The technique involves managing an ‘entity pool’, where URIs, literals and blank nodes are stored as
values in a key-value table. The keys are generated from a suitable hash algorithm. This approach
allows statements to be represented by 3 integers, which is a very compact representation and allows
for very efficient joins during reasoning.
Ideally, a new dataset could be put in to WebPIE for the application of a specific semantics and the
output, the inferred closure, could be loaded directly in to BigOWLIM in its binary form. However,
there are a number of problems with this approach, the first being that the key sizes are larger in
WebPIE and so an additional translation step would be required. Secondly, the binary statement data
does not provide the information necessary to find the actual values for URIs, literals and blank
nodes, thus making query answering impossible without transferring the WebPIE entity pool at the
same time.
For this investigation, we take a pragmatic approach that allows plenty of opportunity for
optimisation. The following process will be examined:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Load LUBM(8000) in to BigOWLIM with no inference
Download the raw statement data from BigOWLIM
Upload the raw statement data to WebPIE
Compute the closure using the OWL-Horst semantics
Download the full closure in raw form from WebPIE
Upload the full closure in to BigOWLIM

A number of factors are important here:
•
•
•
•

Loading LUBM in to BigOWLIM first means that the one-time RDF parsing is done at this
stage;
Furthermore, the rest of the process will then use BigOWLIM key values (hash algorithm)
which is advantageous since no translation to/from WebPIE is required (BigOWLIM hash
values are smaller);
No use of an entity pool is required within WebPIE at any time;
The use of OWL-Horst semantics will ensure that no new entities are created during
inference. This is a consequence of R-entailment and is equivalent to the not permitting
inference rules to generate statements containing new blank nodes, i.e. all statements must be
created from pre-existing URIs, literals and blank nodes..

If the sum of the timings for steps a to f above are faster than the loading and inference time for a
standalone instance of BigOWLIM using OWL-Horst semantics, then we have shown that a fast
initialisation step is possible.
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5.3. Evaluation
The latest load and inference performance benchmarks are already known for BigOWLIM with
LUBM(8000). However, it was necessary to undertake modifications to add the functionality
necessary to download and upload raw statement data to and from BigOWLIM, so that timing
measurements for these activities could be taken. With this in place, it was possible to measure the
download time for LUBM(8000) without inference (approximately 1.07 billion statements) and the
upload time for LUBM(8000) including the full closure (approximately 1.85 billion statements).
The time required for WebPIE to compute the full-closure of with the LUBM(8000) using OWLHorst semantics has been published [21]. However, the upload and download time was not accurately
measured. These value are indicated with an asterisk (*) in Table 9.
Step
a
b
c
d
e
f

Description
Load LUBM(8000) in to BigOWLIM with no inference
Download the raw statement data from BigOWLIM
Upload the raw statement data to WebPIE
Compute the closure using the OWL-Horst semantics
Download the full closure in raw form from WebPIE
Upload the full closure in to BigOWLIM
Total

Time (hh:mm)
3:37
0:17
1:00*
0:37
0:30*
1:14
7:15

Table 9: Timings for each loading step for a hybrid BigOWLIM/WebPIE repository

The best time ever recorded to load LUBM(8000) in to a BigOWLIM repository using OWL-Horst
semantics is 14 hours and 12 minutes.
We conclude that even when using a naïve strategy such as described here, augmenting a BigOWLIM
installation with the ability to out-source the expensive materialisation of implied statements to a
clustered compute engine can realistically be expected to reduce the initialisation phase of loading
LUBM(8000) by at least 50%.
Ontotext and the VUA will be exploring the various possibilities for such a hybridisation during the
coming months. One such possibility would be to have a cluster configuration available for immediate
invocation using one of the various cloud offerings. Certain use cases might benefit from such a set
up, especially when their datasets are known beforehand and can be stored ‘in the cloud’. One can
imagine situations when loading several datasets with inference on demand can be accomplished by
the quick initialisation of a cluster of Amazon EC2 instances, which can be shutdown at the point
where the closure has been computed and a standard BigOWLIM instance takes over for query
answering and updates As can be shown with WebPIE, such a cluster will not need to run for more
than two hours when loading LUBM(8000).
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6. Plug-in registry

One of the more important parts of the LarKC platform is the plug-in registry, which handles and
stores the data about the plug-ins that are available to the platform. It consists of a knowledge base,
reasoner and API to access it.
The knowledge base can import any type of data which can be represented in RDF. It can register the
plug-ins and store their semantic descriptions. The plug-in descriptions in the knowledge base can be
updated on the fly with information such as observed performance and behaviour information.
Plug-in registry also contains an internal reasoner which can reason over its knowledge base and can
be queried over the API by plug-ins or the platform users. One of the core use cases is decider plugins using semantic description and internal reasoning engine for meta-reasoning to construct and
maintain workflows. Plug-in registry can also be exposed as an additional SPARQL endpoint.
Plug-in registry gets populated during the initialization, when the LarKC platform searches for
available plug-ins and reads their semantic descriptions. In the current version it scans the “plug-ins”
subdirectory and the plug-ins referred in the plugins.ini file. Vocabulary used to semantically describe
the plug-ins is defined in LarKC ontology and is imported to the registry beforehand.

Figure 1: ArticleIdentifier plug-in description in plugin-registry KB browser

Validation
The main benefit of plug-in registry is that it can be called by the Decider plug-ins to retrieve needed
information about the available plug-ins. Deciders can query it via SPARQL, CYCL server or Java
API and then use this information in the decisions, which plug-in to use and how to construct the
workflows for the specified task. It can also be used by human workflow constructors or LarKC
platform administrators, to get the up to date information about the plug-ins and their behaviour.
Because of the semantic nature of the plug-in registry and included reasoner it can be used to solve
almost any imaginable task connected to plug-in manipulation. Also, it can be easily extended to
cover additional and currently not planned information about the plug-ins without the need to change
or recompile the source code of the platform. All the user (plug-in developer) has to do is to modify
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his plug-in description ontology. As seen on Figure 1, current plug-in descriptions are not very rich,
but additional parts of the descriptions can be added without any cost.
Examples of the tasks it can do are in the Testing section.
Testing
For testing we used a set of currently available plug-ins with their descriptions. Since the API is not
fully developed yet we queried the registry through CYCL language. Because the plug-ins are not yet
fully described the following tests serve as a proof of concept:
English representation of
the Query
!"#$%&$%'((%)*$%+(,-."/0
!"#$%&$%)*$%!')$>:'/0?@:&$:%
+(,-."/%
D*$:$%"0%)*$%(@<')"@/%@?%
!')$>:'/0?@:&$:%+(,-."/%

80%")%+@00"K($%)@%<@//$<)%
!')$>:'/0?@:&$:%'/H%
L:)"<($8H$/)"?"$:4%

Q'#$%R5LSTS6%"/+,)%'/H%
U':"'K($%K"/H"/-%@,)+,)C%
P@/0):,<)%)*$%V@:;?(@VC%
T$):"$#$%'((%0<'('K($%+(,-."/0%

D*"<*%0<'(('K($%+(,-."/0%<'/%
+:@#"H$%H')$%?@:%
PN<T$'0@/$:4%

Query in CycL
123-$/(0%4567!89%23(':;<.5(,-"/=
1(':;<.*'07:"%4567!89%
A,:/B$,C(':;<C+(,-"/C):'/0?@:&C-')$C!')$>:'/0?@:&$:A=%
123)*$:$EF"0)0%4567!89G%%
%%123'/H%%%
%%%%1(':;<.*'07:"%4567!89G%%%
A,:/B$,C(':;<C+(,-"/C):'/0?@:&C-')$C!')$>:'/0?@:&$:A=%
%%%%1(':;<.*'0E/H+@"/)%4567!89G%4E9I5J89>=%
%%=%
=%
123)*$:$EF"0)0%4567!89M%%
%%%%123)*$:$EF"0)0%4567!89G%%
%%%%%%%123'/H%%
%%%%%%%%%%123(':;<.*'07:"%4567!89G%
A,:/B$,C(':;<C+(,-"/C):'/0?@:&C-')$C!')$>:'/0?@:&$:A=%%
%%%%%%%%%%123(':;<.*'07:"%4567!89M%
A,:/B$,C(':;<C+(,-"/C"H$/)"?NC':)"<($CL:)"<($8H$/)"?"$:A=%%
%%%%%%%%%%123(':;<.+(,-"/ONI')'P@//$<)0>@%4567!89M%4567!89G====%
%
123'/H%123(':;<.*'08/+,)>N+$%4W%23(':;<.R5LTS6S,$:N=%123(':;<.
+(,-"/ONI')'P@//$<)0>@%4W%4X=%123(':;<.*'0J,)+,)>N+$%4X%
23(':;<.U':"'K($O"/H"/-==%
%
123'/H%%
%%%123-$/(0%4567!89%23(':;<.5(,-"/=%
%%%123"0R<'('K($%4567!89=%
=%
%

123'/H%%
%%%123-$/(0%4567!89%23(':;<.5(,-"/=%
%%%123"0R<'('K($%4567!89=%
%%%1(':;<.+(,-"/ONI')'P@//$<)0>@%4567!89%(':;<.
PN<T$'0@/$:=%
=%
%

Table 10: Queries performed to select particular plug-ins from the Plug-in registry

Evaluation
Even in its early stage the Plug-in registry proved to be useful for the Decider. All of the queries from
table 1 returned valid results and were used to construct useful workflows. Due to the alpha version of
plug-in registry and preliminary number of available plug-is, the validations performed in this
deliverable were focused solely on the functionality.
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7. Parallelisation techniques
7.1. Introduction and motivation for adoption by LarKC
Due to the physical constraints preventing computer frequency scaling, parallelisation is considered to
be the major mechanism for obtaining high performance and scalability characteristics of the
Semantic Web applications, in particular of those running on top of the LarKC platform.
Parallelisation enables simultaneous execution of the independent computational operations and thus
resolves the conflicts occurring between the concurrent operations while accessing the resources.
Parallel computing is especially beneficial for the execution of applications on multi-core (manycore), multi-processor, and cluster computer architectures. However, efficient utilisation of these
architectures for the LarKC applications, which involves a number of remote access and deployment
issues, is not straightforward for a normal user and requires a high level support as a core Platform’s
service. On the other hand, practical implementation of the concurrency (and parallelisation) in the
application’s source code introduces several new development issues (such as communication,
synchronisation, race conditions etc.) and is one of the greatest obstacles for achieving “sufficient”
parallel program performance. The Platform can offer services, which facilitate (partially or even
fully) those issues for the application providers thereby also speeding up the prototyping process.
In summary, the main motivation for the parallelisation within LarKC is to:
• Maximize the workflow/plug-in performance characteristics;
• Fulfil the workflow/plug-in QoS and scalability requirements to the maximal extent;
• Ensure that the full potential of the infrastructure resources (including large-scale HPC and
Grid systems) is enabled for the plug-in execution, providing the optimal resource loadbalancing.
In the following sections, we describe some typical parallelisation patterns pertained to the LarKC
applications and present specific services implemented in the LarKC Platform for their support as
well as some initial quantitative evaluation results.
7.2. Parallelisation patterns
There are several parallelisation techniques, which have proved their usability for a wide range of
applications and might be beneficial for an application within the LarKC architecture (such as
instruction level, task, data parallelism etc.), too. In terms of LarKC, the parallelisation patterns can be
roughly classified according to the level at which the parallelism is supported (Figure 2a):
! between loosely-coupled components (workflow level) – implementation of parallelism by
running multiple instances of the same plug-in simultaneously (Figure 2b)
o task-level parallelism
! Workflow branching mechanism
! within a component (plug-in level) – implementation of parallelism in the concurrent regions
of the plug-in algorithms Figure 2b)
o instruction-level parallelism
! Shared-memory systems: multi-threading mechanism
! Distributed-memory systems: message-passing mechanism
o data and instruction-level parallelism
! MapReduce-based data processing
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a) general concept

b) Parallel processing with MPI and multi-threading mechanisms
Figure 2: The parallelisation strategies applied for LarKC

In the following, the above mentioned parallelisation mechanism are summarized and their usage for
LarKC is discussed.
7.3. Workflow branching
Technology description
Workflow branching actually follows a very simple parallel programming principle. If an input of a
particular plug-in could be split into smaller junks of data (these junks must be independently
processable from each other) then multiple instances of the same plug-in could operate on the
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different subsets concurrently. Afterwards, all separate outputs are combined together into a final
result set. In its current state, the platform does not explicitly allow for an automatic splitting of data
sets and thus workflow branching is not yet being supported. However, we have implemented a
simple way of workflow branching using Java Thread Pools for a particular workflow in order to
demonstrate the effectiveness of this particular technique.
Evaluated use case
As a prototypical use case, we have chosen the event workflow from WP6 (for more details see [22])
since one of the plug-ins dominates the workflow in terms of processing time. For this reason, we
wanted to show that with the application of Java Thread Pools (i.e., applying a simple workflow
branching) we are able to run multiple instances of the same plug-in (each operates on independent
input data) simultaneously, and thus reducing the overall processing time of this workflow. The plugin executed within the thread pool basically performs an “expensive” transformation operation
(XML2RDFTransfromer used for converting XML data to RDF format).
Quantitative evaluation results
Tests have been performed on two different machines (i.e., a standard laptop and a cluster’s highperformance node), which consist of a different number of CPU cores and a different amount physical
memory.
As depicted in Table 11, the usage of a thread pool implementation for the transformation task
resulted in an immediate speed-up (around 4 times faster) for this particular plug-in and thus
decreased the total runtime of the workflow, too. In order to get the optimal performance, the input
data should be split into a number of junks, which is equal to the number of available cores. However,
for our tests, we fixed the number of threads to 5 in order to achieve suitable results for both dual as
well as many-core machines.

Local transformation
(on
the
same
machine with the
Platform)
Single branch
Multiple branches/ 5
branches at time of
tests available
Speedup, times

Intel @ 1.83GHz, 2 cores

Xeon @ 2.83 GHz, 8 cores

Time, ms

% of total
workflow
execution

Time, ms

% of total
workflow
execution

4400

80

3400

74

1100

37

900

36

3.8

3.7

Table 11: Transformation performance characteristics

7.4. Multi-threading parallelisation
Technology description
Most of today’s CPUs are equipped with two or more cores (processors). Unfortunately, many
applications are still using only one of them for their tasks (i.e., applications are still sequentially
programmed) instead of distributing particular tasks to different processors concurrently. In order to
make use of the capabilities provided by multi-core CPUs, applications must align their tasks
according to the number of available cores. For this reason, we have identified and analysed different
plug-ins where multi-threading could improve the performance of particular internal tasks, and thus
increasing the total processing time. It should be explicitly stated here that multi-threading principally
involves individual plug-ins. Hence, multi-threading is not be considered as a direct feature provided
by the LarKC Platform although it could fundamentally effect the overall performance of LarKC.
Evaluated use case
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An explicit analysis on plug-in’s performance has been carried out together with plug-in developers
from WP2. In this context, we identified a suitable test case (plug-in) that perfectly meets the
requirements for applying multi-threading techniques in order to gain an immediate performance
optimisation. The prototypical implementation was accomplished using the plug-in for “Interest-based
Query Refinement”, which optimises particular queries according to user interests [23]. The multithreading has been applied to two independent operations: 1) loading the RDF statements into
memory and 2) refining the queries based on particular user interests.
Quantitative evaluation results
Tests have been carried out on a machine consisting of 8 cores and 16GB of physical memory. As in
shown in Table 12, a total performance improvement of approximately 60% has been achieved by
simply processing multiple tasks in parallel instead of sequentially. However, the overall optimisation
heavily depends on the number of threads and cores respectively (compare with “Scale” in the table
below which refers to the number of files loaded and processed, and thus represents the number of
threads instantiated) but also on the total amount of memory. Since most of the LarKC plug-ins are
extremely memory-bound, in particular the one used for this analysis, parallelisation only works up to
a certain extent. Hence, optimisation of plug-ins needs to consider both parallelising tasks and
increasing memory accordingly.

Table 12: Performance comparison of sequential and multi-threaded implementation for the Interestbased Query Refinement” plug-in

7.5. Parallelisation by means of the Message-Passing Interface
Technology description
The Message-Passing Interface (MPI) is the most widely used parallel programming paradigm for
highly-scalable parallel applications. Since it introduction in 1995 various extensions and updates
have been incorporated; the latest standard is MPI-2.2. MPI enables sharing the application workload
over the nodes of the parallel system (both shared and distributed memory architectures are
supported). The synchronisation among the nodes performs by means of the messages passed among
the involved processes through the network interconnect. Implementations of MPI in Java (such as
MPIJava [26] or MPJ Express [27]) have enabled use of MPI also for Java (and LarKC, accordingly)
applications.
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MPI is an efficient way of development of highly scalable and high-performance applications.
However, efficient utilization of MPI requires essential changes in the source code, which is one of
few disadvantages of this technology. However, the conception of applying MPI for Java applications
elaborated in LarKC will allow eliminating this disadvantage and attracts more users to implement
MPI in their applications.
Evaluated use case
The pilot evaluation of the MPI-based parallelisation was done for the Random Indexing application
from the WP7’s GATE workbench. The code is based on the Airhead library from the S-Space
package [28], which performs indexing of big amounts of the text data and search for the given entry
in them. For the evaluation purpose, MPJ Express implementation was installed on the HLRS cluster1.
The configuration with 1, 2, and 4 compute nodes were tested. The synchronisation among the MPI
processes has been implemented by means of one collective MPI-Allreduce operation.
Quantitative evaluation results
A set of use cases has been evaluated of diverse complexity (number of entries in the searched
Semantic Vector Space). The cases for 100, 1000, and 64000 entries have been evaluated (Table 13).

Nr. of entries in the
Semantic Space
100
1000
64000

Sequential
execution
[s.]
1,1
3
10,5

Parallel execution [s.]
1 node

2 nodes

4 nodes

Max speedup, times

3,05
3,23
-

1,4
3,15
10,3

2,9
9,2

0.8
1.03
1.15

Table 13: Performance characteristics of the MPI implementation

As the results from Table 13 reveal, the performance improvement due to the deployment on the
cluster and implementation by means of MPI is essential for complex use cases, where the
communication (message-passing) overhead is not considerable as compared with the computation
time. In the following, much more challenging experiments involving several hundred thousands of
elements and a larger set of compute nodes are planned.
7.6. Parallelisation by means of MapReduce
The MapReduce programming paradigm [24] can be considered as an alternative solution to MPI
parallelisation for processing data-intensive tasks. However, there are also attempts to combine MPI
with MapReduce functionalities [25].
In the context of LarKC, MapReduce has been solely used for large-scale distributed reasoning (refer
to section 4) so far but further efforts are planned to make MapReduce capabilities available for a
wider range of applications (e.g. Random Indexing, Interest-based Querying, etc.), too.

1

BW-Grid cluster of HLRS: IBM BladeCenter Harpertown nodes, 545 x 8 Cores/CPU nodes, 16 GB
RAM/node, job wall time up to 24h, http://www.hlrs.de/systems/platforms/hlrs-grid-cluster/
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8. Distribution Techniques
8.1. Introduction and motivation for adoption by LarKC
Distributed execution is a core functionality of the LarKC’s decentralised architecture, which allows
the specified parts of a workflow to be executed on a remote resource (Figure 2).

Figure 3: Remote Plug-In invocation schema

The motivation for adoption of distribution techniques by LarKC is twofold. On the one hand,
distribution facilitates deployment of the workflow’s components (plug-ins, workflow branches or
even the entire workflow) on the architecture, which allows obtaining the best performance and
scalability of the execution. For example, the computation-intensive plug-ins implemented by means
of the previously mentioned parallelisation approaches will greatly benefit from running on a highperformance parallel system, whereas the plug-ins with intensive data exchange will perform better
when being executed on the resource located close to the operated data (avoiding the data accessing
overhead). On the other hand, considering distributed computing as a form of parallel computing, the
distribution techniques will enable to increase the resource pool facilities available for the workflow
execution (improving efficiency of the task-level parallelism). Figure 4 illustrates applying
distribution to increase the resource pool for task-level parallelism.
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Figure 4: Distributed computing as parallelisation mechanism

The LarKC Platform supports the following computing architectures which are of potential interest
for deployment of the LarKC workflows:
• any remote computer capable of executing a LarKC-workflow;
• public web server (which provides the services wrapping the LarKC component’s
functionality);
• high-performance computer accessible via a dedicated front-end node (for complex and
computation-intensive components);
• grid/cloud site available through a resource broker.
To enable the listed deployment resource types, two deployment strategies, which have proved their
usability in a number of previous developments such as IBIS [29], Marvin [30] and others, have been
suggested for adoption by LarKC:
• GAT (Grid Access Toolkit) container,
• Web Servlet container (i.e. based on Tomcat).
In the following subsection, these technologies are described in more details, focusing on usage in
LarKC.
8.2. Usage of the Grid Access Toolkit (GAT)
The Grid Application Toolkit and its Java implementation (JavaGAT) offer a set of unified,
coordinated, generic API for remote accessing resources of several types. The flexibility of GAT is
achieved by means of Adaptors (see Figure 5) – generic mechanism which allows the user to perform
all the operations on the remote resource in a unified way while adaptation to specific of the concrete
resource is done in the corresponding Adaptor.
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Application (LarKC Plug-In container)
Grid Application Toolkit - GAT

SSH
adaptor

SGE
Adaptor

PBS
Adaptor

Globus 2
Adaptor

Globus 4
Adaptor

GLite
Adaptor

Unicore
5/6
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SSH
host

SGE

PBS

Globus 2
Host

Globus 4
Host

GLite
Host

Unicor
e
5/6
H t

Standard
host

Cluster

Grid

Figure 5: GAT Adaptors Architecture

For the LarKC components, JavaGAT was applied for the following functional operations:
• Execution of a plug-in deployed on the remote resource. This includes setting up a run-time
environment, starting the specified plug-in for execution, and polling the execution status of
the plug-in. All of those operations are performed from the local host.
• File upload from the local host to the remote resource. This is used for uploading both files
containing the data needed as input for the remotely launched plug-in (for example generated
by a previously executed component in the workflow) or libraries required by the component
(in case if it has not been pre-deployed to the remote host before).
• File download from the remote resource to the local host. This is used for collecting back the
data produced during the remote component execution (and eventually submitting this data in
the plug-in’s output queue).
Main benefits for the users
•
•
•

Running the plug-in on the more performing architecture as the local host is possible
Easy applicable to diverse computing architectures without any changes in the plug-in’s
source code
Enables realization of a number of parallelisation strategies (e.g. distributed-memory
parallelisation by means of MPI – Message Passing Interface)

Major disadvantages and issues
•

•

No streaming operations support – the remote plug-ins are executed as a batch job which
means no interaction with the executed plug-in is possible at its run-time. In consequence the
GAT-based distribution model cannot be applied for some plug-ins which require interaction
with other components at run-time.
By using GAT approach the user should allow for quite high overhead caused by necessity to
set up remote execution environment and pre/poststage the data (valued in the evaluation
subsection below). The serialization/deserialization overhead for up/download of the
input/output data should be taken into account as well.

Quantitative evaluation results
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Evaluation has been again performed for the event workflow of the Alpha Urban LarKC use case
when performing the transformation operation (XML2RDFTransfromer used for converting XML
data to RDF format).
The performance characteristics obtained after substituting the Local Manager for the tested plug-in
with sequence of Prestage-Execute-Poststage Remote Managers are collected in Table 14.

Remote
transformation
Input data upload
(1,6 KB)
Execution
incl.
transformation
Output
data
download
(23 KB)

Emulation
(Localhost)
Single
Multiple
thread
threads

Time, ms
Cluster’s frontend
node
Single
Multiple
thread
threads

3

Cluster’s dedicated
computing node
Single
Multiple
thread
threads

3000

4682

2278

20000

12000

4387

1953

3400

900

33

2

700

Table 14: Remote transformation characteristics

The following tests were performed:
• Emulation on the local host (a new run-time was started in parallel to the Platform’s one) with
purpose of functionality testing.
• Running on the HLRS cluster’s frontend node (similar to any machine accessible through the
ssh protocol, without accessing the underlying cluster’s worker nodes).
• Running on a HLRS cluster’s worker node (the node reservation performed by means of the
corresponding GAT adapter).
All of those tests were automated by JavaGAT, so no changes in the tested plug-in’s source code were
required. Both single thread and multi thread execution was tested.
According to the measurement results, although the transformation performance grows dramatically
thanks to better performance of the remote host (in case of the cluster improvement up to 5 times was
achieved), the overall workflow performance suffers heavily due to the overhead caused by setting up
a remote run time environment as well as copying operations for data up/downloading.
The tests have revealed that GAT Remote Adaptors can be efficiently applied only for the plug-ins
performing computation-intensive operation whereby the performance loss due to remote invocation
will not be as considerable as improvement due to running on the dedicated architecture.
In the following, we will concentrate on performance evaluation for the LarKC workflows of real
complexity (e.g. text random indexing operation).
8.3. Implementation as a Web servlet using JEE technology
Motivation and Advantages
A central goal of LarKC is to enable reasoning at Web scale. A simple, open and distributed platform
is a pre-requisite to achieve this objective. As stated earlier in this section, some form of parallel
and/or distributed execution is necessary to respond to the demands of scale. While parallel execution
2

Is strongly determined by the job characteristics in the cluster’s queuing system
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is being explored in a cluster environment, as seen above, this alternative approach achieves
parallelism by distributing LarKC components (plug-ins) using industry standard Web technology.
One of the biggest motivational factors of implementing LarKC plug-ins by means of JEE Web
technology is the lightweight nature of the Java servlet approach. As soon as a LarKC plug-in is
wrapped as a Web application archive (.war) file it can be deployed on any servlet container which
implements the Java Servlet specification; an effort any Java programmer is generally familiar with.
One example of such a servlet container / Web server would be Apache Tomcat developed by the
Apache Software Foundation (released under an open source license). 3
By encapsulating LarKC plug-ins in Web application archives the possibility of deploying the same
plug-in on multiple servers is given. Since the nature of the Web implies a certain unreliability having
the same plug-in deployed on multiple servers is useful in terms of failure safety as well as scalability
and reachability. Still, servlet-based LarKC plug-ins not only fosters scalability by potentially
improving the execution of plug-ins on more powerful servers – as for example by lowering latency,
but allows for partitioning, load balancing or even replication.4 This clearly has advantages in terms of
global scalability, in the sense that it positively influences other non-functional properties:
availability, reliability, and fault-tolerance.
A dual effect of this simple approach to a distributed LarKC platform is the facilitated possibility to
contribute plug-ins. Anybody with JEE knowledge and a public servlet container/Web server can
easily put plug-ins at everybody’s disposal, which makes the LarKC platform directly profit from the
successful Web infrastructure: it’s ease of deployment, access and distribution. To some degree the
recent trend of the Web as the platform is explicitly leverages through the LarKC platform.
Making LarKC plug-ins available on the Web has thus not only technical advantages but also adds to
the motivation for plug-in developers. Once a plug-in is implemented and deployed, anyone can use
this component for one’s own purposes. Currently the location of the remote plug-in has to be known
in order to make use of it. This does not hold anymore as soon as the plug-in registry is capable of
handling remotely deployed plug-ins.
Further perceived advantages are as follows:
•

Java friendly

•

Solves the issue of different plug-ins using different versions of 3rd party libraries/jars

•

Conveniently wraps plug-ins and supporting files in to a single file (.war) which is ready for
deployment as is

•

Several options for standardized plug-in configuration, e.g. <init-param> in web.xml files or
Java property files maintained by the servlet

•

Remote deployment can be fully managed using the application server's (e.g. tomcat) Web
management interface

•

Deploying plug-ins on a remote server results in a shift of LarKC components from the local
host to multiple servers and thus the Web

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of the serlvet-based distribution and parallelization approach is related to the
distributed maintenance of data. Due to the fact that data has to be passed from plug-in to plug-in,
thus from server to server in this particular case, the decision if using remotely deployed plug-ins is
3
4

http://tomcat.apache.org/
Partitioning might call for expensive synchronization mechanisms, and is so far not subject to LarKC
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feasible or not depends on the workflow as well as the amount of data that has to be passed around.
The servlet-based approach relies heavily on the overall network qualities. A fast connection to the
servers where the plug-ins is deployed is necessary to guarantee an efficient workflow execution. As
soon as plug-ins is distributed, there is a higher requirement of workflow optimization. If a problem is
computationally intensive or the amount of data to process is very high it might be better to execute
the workflow (or parts of it) in a grid environment using the JavaGAT approach, with the consequent
advantages and disadvantages as discussed in the previous section.
Functionality overview
The current implementation prototype invokes the plug-in's methods by means of the standard HTTP
protocol with Java objects serialized into the HTTP message body. At the moment, standard Java
object streams are used, but for compatibility and flexibility, it would be possible to change to an
XML serialization protocol. Client-side plug-in proxy classes can be used to interact with the
deployed plug-ins and these proxies are indistinguishable from 'local' plug-in classes. Consequently,
in terms of plug-in bindings within a workflow there is no difference between standard local
construction and the integration of remote servlet-based plug-ins. The sole difference is in the
aforementioned disadvantage of data movement by value. When data is passed by reference there is
no such disadvantage, and the behavior and non-functional properties of the plug-ins and the
workflow are a priori the same.
The important interactions between client plug-in proxy and remotely deployed plug-in are shown in
the following diagram (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Basic interactions of client plug-in proxy and remotely deployed plug-in

The current platform uses the plug-in registry/factory to instantiate plug-ins. With the JEE extensions,
the platform will be able to instantiate plug-in proxy classes passing only the URL of the remotely
deployed 'real' plug-in. Further work will be required to extend the plug-in registry with a database of
URLs of known plug-in deployments.

Evaluation
When shortly discussing the disadvantages of using JEE technology for plug-in distribution, we
mentioned the problem of communication overhead and data shipment when invoking a deployed
plug-in and sending data to it. This overhead depends on the distance to the server, the quality of the
network and on the amount of data to be sent to the plug-in / server. While this added latency depends
mostly on the network qualities and non-functional aspects, there is also a minimal overhead given by
the use of JEE functions per se. Some indications in this direction are presented in this deliverable.
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Table 15 provides a first measurement of the JEE overhead of a selecter plug-in
(GrowingDataSetSelecter) running on a local tomcat server. The executed workflow uses the Sindice
API to find publicly available RDF documents containing FOAF information. The dataset passed to
the selecter plug-in contains the URIs which point to the identified RDF documents. In the test runs
only five URIs have been identified for our specific query (find persons who know Frank van
Harmelen) resulting in a relatively small dataset. Since the platform as well as the tomcat server is
executed locally, the measured overhead does not account for any real data communication between
two or more servers. Further measurements involving multiple plug-ins deployed on multiple servers
have to be done in the future.
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5
Run 6
Average

Invocation Time (ms)
4
1
0
0
0
1
1

Parameter Passing Time (ms)
11
87
48
95
25
18
47.3

Total overhead (ms)
15
88
48
95
25
19
48.3

Table 15: Local overhead of a single selecter plug-in using JEE technology
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9. Anytime and Approximate Behaviour

In D1.4.1 we proposed a mathematical framework for evaluating anytime and approximate algorithms
that takes into account different relevant measures. In the following, we present and discuss a second
method to evaluate the performance of anytime algorithms and report on the preliminary results of
measuring the anytime behaviour of LarKC workflows. The metrics described in this section differ
from those in D.1.4.1 in that they are much simpler yet equally valid to evaluate the performance of
such algorithms. These metrics were implemented as a proof-of-concept in the current version of the
platform as an extension to the LarKC demo workflow. Although we do not report on the details of
the implementation (due to its simplicity) we show that these metrics can be used as a means to
provide Deciders with the tools to make decision about whether to continue or stop a given workflow
execution.
9.1. Measuring Anytime Approximate Reasoning
The performance measures for anytime algorithms can be, for example, the standard notions of recall
(the number of retrieved facts in relation to all possible findings), or precision (the correctness of the
given answers), or some more non-standard notion of semantic proximity of the approximate answers
to the perfect answers. More generally, we propose a notion of gain, which abstracts over the detailed
measures and describes the results as ratios between possible and actual findings. Pain is the
orthogonal notion describing the ratio between the costs of reasoning over an approximate ontology
versus the non-approximate one. For specific examples of pain one could think of costs in terms of
runtime or other computational resources, such as memory, user-interaction, database access, etc.
Obviously, we are interested in whether the gain (success-ratio of current answers against perfect
answers) outweighs the pain (cost-ratio of current answers against perfect answers), in other words in
the gain-pain difference. This ratio is plotted in our gain-pain diagrams which show at which point of
the anytime computation the gain outweighs the pain (or not, as the case may be, and by how much).
Figure 7 illustrates these measures. As the quality of the approximation increases along the x-axis
from 0-100%, in this example the gain increases linearly while the pain increases much more slowly
initially, and rises more sharply in the final 20%. The combined performance measure (pain-gain
curve) is calculated as the difference between these two, with the best performance achieved at about
75% of the approximation where the proportional gain maximally outweighs the proportional pain.
The ideal gain-pain curve rises sharply for the initial approximations of the input representing the
desired outcome of a high gain and low pain in the early stages of the algorithm. Although such a
convex gain-curve is the most ideal, even a flat gain curve at y = 0 is already attractive, because it
indicates that the gains grow proportionally with costs, giving still an attractive anytime behaviour.

Figure 7: Relationship between Gain, Pain and Gain/Pain curves
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Notice that gain-curves always start in (0,0), since for the empty input both gain (e.g. recall) and pain
(e.g. runtime) are 0, hence their difference is 0. Gain curves always ends in (100,0), since for the final
perfect approximation both recall and runtime are 100%, hence their difference is again 0. Also notice
that gain-pain curves can be negative when the proportional pain outweighs the proportional gain for
certain approximations.
In principle, it is not obvious how to compare such curves. Higher curves are to be preferred over low
curves, and curves with an early peak are to be preferred over curves with a late peak. In order to
compare the curves of multiple reasoning tasks we associate the curve G with a gain-score, defined as
the product of the area under the gain-curve and the point at which the absolute gain is maximal, more
specifically gain-score = area * (1-P), where P is the percentage of vocabulary at which the absolute
gain is maximal. In this way we reward strategies with a flat gain-curve that reach maximum gain
earlier in the reasoning process (and of course, gain-scores can be negative in case the pain outweighs
the gain).
9.2. Validation
Measuring the performance of anytime algorithms (workflows) in LarKC is an important aspect of the
platform. The measurement results can be used by Decider plug-ins to make smart decisions about
whether to stop the current reasoning process or to continue on the basis of the reasoning costs and
benefits. The decision can be based on a comparison of the cost-benefit ratio and a threshold set a
priori. Reasoner plug-ins that implement approximate reasoning methods and plug-ins that exhibit
anytime behaviour can greatly benefit from the metrics presented in the previous section and in
Deliverable 1.4.1.
9.3. Testing
In our experiments we evaluated the anytime behaviour of several LarKC workflows in terms of the
Pain/Gain curves. Pain was captured by the total runtime of the workflow while gain was measured in
terms of recall, i.e. number of answers to a given query.
We evaluated the anytime behaviour of the anytime workflow distributed with the current version of
the platform (the so-called LarKC Demo). The workflow implements an anytime reasoning process
by combining different types of plug-ins. It is composed of a Query Transform plug-in that transforms
SPARQL queries to the appropriate format required by the Identify plug-ins used in the workflow, an
Identify plug-in type that identifies the data sources relevant to answering a given query, a Select
plug-in type that further narrows down the type and amount of information needed for reasoning and,
a Reason plug-in type responsible for reasoning over the selected data sets in order to produce the
answer set. The workflow’s components are orchestrated by a fourth component, namely a Decider
that builds the workflow and makes the appropriate measurements.
In order to test the implementation and use of the Pain/Gain metrics the workflow was executed using
the queries and datasets that come bundled with the workflow in the current implementation of the
platform. These include a set of queries on FOAF data and a set of queries evaluated against the
Uniprot ontology.
In the first set of experiments a FoaF SPARQL query is processed by the workflow by first
identifying the set of data sources relevant for answering the query. This task is performed by an
Identify plug-in that issues the query to Sindice, a semantic indexing system, and retrieves a series of
data sources (information sets). For each data source a Select plug-in selects a subset of the
information sets that will be used to reason over. Then, the reasoner computes all the answers to the
query based on the selected information sets. This procedure yields an anytime algorithm where the
quality of answers (recall) increases over time as more information sets are retrieved by the Identify
plug-in. Each sequence of identify, select and reasoning tasks counts as an iteration of the anytime
algorithm. The query transformation is done only once and is common to all subsequent execution of
the identify-select-reason tasks. A second set of experiments was conducted using the Uniprot
ontology together with a corresponding set of queries.
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All the experiments were run on a 2.4GHz Core 2 Duo laptop with 4Gb of main memory.
Evaluation
In the following we show the Pain/Gain diagrams from two of the experiments, namely those plotting
the results of answering FoaF-related queries 1 (see Figure 8) and 2 (see Figure 9). In the X-axis we
plot each workflow iteration of the identify, select and reason tasks. In other words, each of the
iterations corresponds to answering the given query with respect to a set of information sets found by
the Identify plug-in. The Y-axis plots the cumulative runtime over all runs, the recall for each run and
the Pain/Gain values as percentages.
Query 1:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?name1 ?name2 where {
?person rdf:type foaf:Person.
?person foaf:name ?name1.
?person2 rdf:type foaf:Person.
?person2 foaf:knows ?person.
?person2 foaf:name ?name2.
}

Figure 8: Pain/Gain diagram for query 1

Query 2:
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Figure 9: Pain/Gain diagram for query 2
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10. Overall platform scalability and platform validation

The LarKC data layer (powered by BigOWLIM) described in section 3, is managing to keep up with
growth in the Linked Open Data datasets. Even the combination of many of these together can still be
loaded in reasonable time with non-trivial inference. The targets set out in this section remain
challenging, but progress continues to make towards them.
The WebPIE distributed reasoning infrastructure, described in section 4, shows tremendous potential
and appears to outperform any other RDFS/OWL inference project attempted. Work is underway to
bring this mechanism properly in to the domain of the LarKC platform, starting with a generic
MapReduce implementation.
The prospect of a hybrid WebPIE/BigOWLIM solution investigated in section 5 appears to be capable
of meeting some, if not all, of the semantic repository performance targets set out in section 3. The
hybrid approach also looks very promising for the supporting WP7a semantic data integration use
case that requires the constant processing of updates to many datasets for a limited number of domain
experts. The Linked Life Data (LLD) service is an RDF warehouse that integrates more than 25
information sources and semantically aligns their schemata. The overall service data loading
scalability depends on the number of RDF statements and the update frequency, where two alternative
update strategies exist – see Table 16. The hybrid WebPIE/BigOWLIM solution is capable of
significantly optimizing the full dataset reload scenario.
Update type
Full dataset
reload
Incremental
update

Updates prerequisites
• Significant evolution of the schema, which affects a large number of instances
in the knowledge base
• Changes in the Named Entity Recognition module, which will affect many
links between entities and documents
• No major changes in the schema
• Mostly newly added instances
• New fields to be processed as document by the Named Entity Recognition
module
Table 16: Linked Life Data service update types

The plug-in registry, section 6, meets the generic requirements of a Decider component regarding
browsing and selecting the required plug-ins.
The parallelisation techniques covered in section 7 presented a number of approaches that the LarKC
platform implements or incorporates in order for it to meet the scalability requirements of a broad
range of use cases. As mentioned in this section, there have already been some tests with a particular
workflow coming from WP6 where “trivial” parallelisation has been applied - the reason for choosing
the event workflow from the Alpha Urban use case was threefold: 1) this workflow has been one of
the first ones integrated with the LarKC platform; 2) it has been intensively tested and evaluated [22];
and 3) the runtime of this workflow was dominated by one particular plug-in (i.e. 80% of the total
execution time was spent on transforming from XML to RDF). Nevertheless, the other workflows
used in WP6 also show a high potential for parallelisation (i.e. multi-threading techniques within
particular plug-ins combined with workflow branching capabilities provided on the platform level)
and thus shall be investigated for further optimisations and improvements respectively.
The distribution techniques covered in section 8 highlighted the advantages and disadvantages of
some alternatives solutions. Workflows, which embed one or more compute-intensive plug-ins could
be run on more powerful resources such as cluster environments using the JavaGAT paradigm. For
this reason, the initial evaluation of this technology was based again on the event workflow
implemented in WP6. However, as one can immediately see from this example, the deployment of
workflows and plug-ins respectively requires some extra overhead caused by resources’ security
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configurations and network capabilities and thus did not explicitly decrease the overall execution time
although the transformation was carried out faster. Nonetheless, JavaGAT seems to be the most
suitable technology for accessing different high performance computing resources. Hence, work
continues to demonstrate its benefits for certain use cases, e.g. path/route finding as implemented in
WP6 or random indexing as used in WP2 and WP7b respectively.
Finally, with the introduction of the JEE servlet principle as an alternative solution to JavaGAT,
certain use cases such as the event or monument workflow from WP6 will benefit from this flexible
and “lightweight” technique by outsourcing particular “time-consuming” plug-ins on more powerful
machines (i.e., large servers with multiple CPU cores and greater physical memory) which enable the
use of multi-threading to a greater extent. In addition, plug-ins that are frequently accessed and
queried might also benefit from this concept, since being able to handle more concurrent requests
increase scalability. The first tests considering the event workflow from WP6 are currently ongoing.
The analysis of anytime behaviour in section 9 indicates that the pain/gain performance is as expected
when compared to typical pain/gain measurements for information retrieval systems.
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11. Recommendations for the next platform release

As presented in section 7, workflow branching has been identified as one important issue for
improving the overall performance of LarKC. However, in its current state, the Platform does not
allow for the automatic branching of particular plug-ins. The main reason for this is that the actual
architecture does not provide any support for splitting data sets into smaller and independent chunks
automatically. Hence, in order to make workflow branching part of the LarKC Platform, data splitters
and mergers respectively should be provided as additional workflow components. Data splitters
should be placed prior to a specific plug-in to divide the input dataset into smaller subsets, which then
are processed by multiple instances of the same plug-in simultaneously. Afterwards, the individual
results are synchronised again using so-called data mergers. These mergers could either wait until all
separate results have been produced or forwarding the data sets as soon as any results arrive.
Recommendation 1: The software components (whether they be plug-ins or separate utilities) for
splitting and merging a stream of RDF statement data should be implemented for the next public
release and verified through inclusion in to more than one working pipelines that demonstrate a
measurable performance increase over current alternative approaches.
Although multi-threading of particular plug-in algorithms is not foreseen as a direct feature provided
by the Platform, the realisation of this parallelisation technique shall be applied for the main plug-ins
(i.e., those being developed by WP2, 3 and 4) and the best practices will be provided as a feedback to
all plug-in developers.
Recommendation 2: The next public release of the LarKC platform should include multi-threaded
support functions for plug-ins such that common thread management and synchronisation behaviour
is not implemented multiple-times within each plug-in.
Recommendation 3: The next public release of the LarKC platform should include support
functionality for the distribution and parallel execution of plug-ins and verified by their use in more
than one working pipelines that demonstrate a measurable performance increase over current
alternative approaches.
Recommendation 4: The basic plug-in and workflow communication patterns should be identified
together with an appropriate corresponding parallelization strategy that ensures the best performance
and scalability for each of the identified patterns.
The most exciting and promising next steps lie with the hybrid approach of distributed reasoning
based on MapReduce combined with the storage, inference and query-answering layer of
BigOWLIM. The full life-cycle of a semantic repository includes: data-preparation, loading, indexing,
inferencing and query answering. For (combinations of) the larger datasets, the initial inferencing, i.e.
the forward-chaining of the full-closure, is so computationally expensive that it remains an offline
process – hours or even days is not unusual. Thus the incorporation of the WebPIE infrastructure with
the existing storage/inference/query engine of BigOWLIM has the possibility to dramatically reduce
the initialisation phase and thus reduce the time required for the full semantic life-cycle.
Recommendation 5: The next public release of the LarKC platform should include an initialisation
step that can materialise all implicit statements from any given standard rule-set by utilising a cluster
of machines. The effectiveness of this technique will be verified by comparison with the initialisation
time of a single machine, where a considerable improvement is expected.
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